
converse360 make it simple for organisations to 

automate customer service interactions and deliver a 

faster, more effortless and personalised experience than 

ever before.  

We empower organisations to create Intelligent Virtual 

Assistants that provide engaging and dynamic self-

service / assisted services that respond to customers 

24/7. 

Our powerful service automation platform empowers 

customers to easily interact with you from their favourite 

device through speech, messaging and visual interfaces 

and receive an instant, rich and consistent experience. 

It connects your customers with the answers they need 

through embedded knowledgebases, from documents, 

through your business applications, and from your 

employees.  It answers questions and actions requests 

at scale with human levels of understanding to delight 

your customers and save them time.

It intelligently automates responses (through 

conversational interfaces) and dynamically blends  

human interactions to deliver the most effective and truly 

seamless customer journey.

With real-time monitoring of every word and phrase plus 

the tracking of sentiment and emotion, you can control 

and personalise the experience whilst truly capturing the 

voice of the customer. 

www.converse360.co.uk

0203 9005 360

Helping businesses deliver a 

first-class, always-on service 

to todays connected 

customer
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Immediate benefits

Increase in user 

engagement

Increased employee 

efficiency

000’s Hours saved

through automation

Reduction in live 

agent time

High % of fully 

automated customer 

interactions

£ Significant cost 

reduction

Instant response time

Enhance your customer 

service and save money



Contact
0203 9005 360

info@converse360.co.ukwww.converse360.co.uk

To arrange a demonstration 

please contact us
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converse360's Service Automation Platform integrates advanced technology components, removing

silo’s and connects with your existing business applications and Teamwork Apps/Contact Centers. It

embeds numerous technologies including: Artificial Intelligence, Enterprise speech, Virtual

Assistants/Chatbots, Digital Avatars, ID & Verification, Process Automation, and Sentiment.

Self-Service, Assisted Service, Live Service – Blended

The Low Code/No Code platform empowers customers to create engaging messenger interfaces for

websites, mobiles and Social apps. Add speech interfaces with a range of amazingly realistic voices

and tones and combine life-like digital humans (avatars) for the full visual experience.

Aggregating and blending AI capabilities from the global leaders, Google, Amazon, IBM and Microsoft

and wrapping advanced functionality and capabilities. Connectors to business applications make it

simple to automate existing processes or to build new conversational interactions.

Utilise the AI knowledgebase or find answers within CRM,

Service Desk, Databases, sector specific applications, and from

documents (ie Word, Powerpoint, PDF) or from your existing

knowledgebases.

Contact Centre and Teamwork App connectors enable

intelligent transfer via Web, Messaging, speech and video.

Hand-off can be based on misunderstood requests, untrained

topics, key words / phrases or customer sentiment. Supervisors

with real-time monitoring capabilities can also manage

escalations and barge conversations, just like with live agents.

Data is beautifully displayed in tiles, text, graphs, heatmaps, journey maps, emoji’s and in other

graphical ways. Advanced monitoring, analytics and reports help drive performance improvements.


